Theatre can also be viewed as a collective archive that we go to when we need to better understand the world around us, artistic movements and trends, the state of mankind. Each participant in a theatrical act, whether spectator or creator, loads it with emotions and, therefore, with memories. Theatre, in all its forms, strengthens communities, and theatre festivals are a very good opportunity to popularize theatrical productions, from the level of some small communities, to the macro level. Diversity is an essential ingredient for stimulating imagination and a better understanding of an area of interest. This is why a theatre festival with international coverage, such as the International Theatre Festival for Young Audiences in Iasi (FITPTI), should make for its audience as many referrals as possible to the context and artistic life of a community as a whole. In order to achieve such an objective, in addition to the scenic representations, theatrical exhibitions, book launches, interactive installations, theatrical critique seminars, residences for young playwrights, reading shows are more than necessary. If we refer to the collective memory enriched by theatre, we could say that theatre shows have a short life. But, most of the times, those that really have a major impact and their creators are also found in books. And, it is known, books have a much longer life. FITPTI organizers understood this from the beginning and gave the theatre book an important place in the event.
Theatre can also be viewed as a collective archive that we go to when we need to better understand the world around us, artistic movements and trends, the state of mankind. Each participant in a theatrical act, whether a spectator or creator, loads it with emotions and, therefore, with memories. Theatre, in all its forms, strengthens communities, and theatre festivals are a very good opportunity to popularize theatrical productions, from the level of some small communities, to the macro level. Tastes are formed and educated and diversity is an essential ingredient for stimulating imagination and a better understanding of an area of interest. This is why a theatre festival with international coverage, such as the International Theatre Festival for Young Audiences in Iaşi (FITPTI), should make for its audience as many referrals as possible to the context and artistic life of a community as a whole. In order to achieve such an objective, in addition to the scenic representations, theatrical exhibitions, book launches, interactive installations, theatrical critique seminars, residences for young playwrights, reading shows are more than necessary. If we refer to the collective memory enriched by the theatre, we could say that theatre shows have a short life. But, most of the times, those that really have a major impact and their creators are also found in books. And, it is known, books have a much longer life.
FITPTI organizers understood this from the beginning and gave the theatre book an important place in the event. The practice of publishing and launching theatre books at national and international theatre festivals is an increasingly common and necessary activity, in the conditions where, outside the scope of these festivals, such volumes are not printed with the frequency with which they should. However, both audiences and artists need specialized readings, readings that keep them in permanent connection with the dynamics of the theatrical world, on the one hand, but also take them in the past, for a meeting with the predecessors of the present artists, on the other hand. The International Theatre Festival for Young Audiences in Iaşi (FITPTI) has carried the audience, for twelve editions, both through the world of theatrical productions and through the universe of theatre books, universe that has its roots deeply planted in the lives of those who inhabit this world: actors, playwrights, directors, set designers, theatre critics, costume designers or stage lovers. Objective and subjective, at the same time, like everything in the world of theatre, the books launched at FITPTI over time confirm that this festival wants to stop time in printed pages, not just to offer its audicence momentary emotions.
Thus, the festival organizers made a habit of having at least one book launched during FITPTI, with themes and characters status related to the event, to the building that houses it for years, to the people who make theatre and love the theatre, which denotes the interest that the festival organizers have for the affective memory of the creator and the consumer of theatrical projects. One by one, the volumes of anniversaries, monographs and biographies, books with and about a show or a playwright and volumes that bring to light the generation of young artists in the Romanian theatre have been launched at the International Theatre Festival for the Young Public in Iaşi (FITPTI). This year, after the presentation of the book Dimineaţa actriţelor (Morning of the Actresses) by Anca Haţiegan, in the Prologue of the festival, it was the turn of other books to be launched and other authors of dramatic texts to expose their artistic vision. The reading shows from 2019, Paradise and Viral were on texts signed by Andrei Crăciun and Bogdan Georgescu, authors who gained a residency in the festival, in partnership with FILIT. The theme of the festival, every year connected to the society we live in Another defining element of the International Theatre Festival for Young Audiences in Iaşi (FITPTI), organized by the Luceafărul Theatre, is the fact that a reference theme is chosen for each edition. This year, the theme proposed was "Freedom" and it illustrated very well how the directors of the selected shows relate to this concept and to the society in which they live and create. Gathering as in a nest around the theme, scenic proposals from top directors of all generations, Gigi Căciuleanu, Alexandru Dabija, Radu Afrim, Ada Milea, Cristi Juncu, Bogdan Georgescu, Ioana Păun, Catinca Drăgănescu, Theodor Bogdan Olteanu animated evenings and even nights, as the insomniacs who feed on theatre were able to enjoy performances starting after 22.00. Legături primejdioase (Dangerous Liaisons), with Florin Piersic Jr as Valmont and Diana Cavaliotti as Madame de Merteuil, 153 de secunde (153 Seconds), a performance realized by Ioana Păun on the theme of the tragedy at the Colectiv Club, Cocoţat pe schele (Perched on the Scaffolding), a show for fathers made by Robert Bălan on texts of writers who have gone through the period of adaptation to the position of parent, Bun de export (Good for Export), directed by Catinca Drăgănescu (Point Theatre, Bucharest), which documents personal experiences regarding the massive departures from the country (according to INS, Romania records a net loss through external migration of 1 Romanian every 5 minutes and 27 seconds), Taximetrişti (Taxi drivers), a show about Romania seen through the eyes of those who transport us on overcrowded and broken streets, and who take the pulse of the country through the thousands of stories they hear and tell, are just a few examples of shows portraying Romania at its 30 th anniversary of freedom in 2019. Therefore, we can say that the aim of the organizers was this year to find the balance between contemporary, innovation and refreshed taste for the essence of the theatre, for minimalism, for the well-written texts and the well-played roles.
Performances have been complemented by shows in which the playwright and their ideas have been highly valued by experienced actors, with hundreds of roles played.
In order to exemplify the attention paid by the FITPTI team to the diversity, relevance, social impact and trends in the Romanian and international theatre today, I will analyze some of the performances that took place during the festival. Modern man's sexuality, parent-child relationships, the labor market, social involvement are just some of the themes addressed by the creators of the shows played in Iaşi.
A show presented on the second day of the festival, directed by Bogdan Georgescu and created with the Romani feminist theatre group Giuvlipen, Sexodrom, approached sexuality, bringing the topic to nowadays and spicing it up with details related to the sexual life of sexual minorities.Transsexuality and homosexuality are realities of the world we live in.
If in the past the backdrop of social life belonged to them, in the 21 st century the rights of such minorities are hotly debated and recognized in more and more countries. The performance of the group Giuvlipen, directed by Bogdan Georgescu, however, focuses on the mentalities and the behaviour of the majority in relation to the minority, on harassment and sexual exploitation, on physical and emotional abuse, on the loneliness and despair of the few in front of the many, on the power that they most often forcefully impose. I had been acquainted with Giuvlipen last year and I was convinced that they know how to dig for topics that concern us all, but few have the courage to express, that their talent is their best ally, even if their shows come from the independent area and do not focus on spectacular scenography. On the contrary, sometimes they think there is enough to have a microphone and a dance floor, because yes, their performances combine research work, real stories with fiction, dance and music to make a statement. Sexodrom is a painful but necessary show, a mirror of the modern man, which exposes himself more and more, but becomes more and more estranged from the true self. The hypocrisy, the verbal and physical violence, the suffering, the trauma, inadequacy, the war of the sexes are the spices that give flavour to this show and give birth at the same time to an empty stomach. With a podium on which the characters expose their sufferings and pranks at a time, to a microphone that makes us prick our ears of hypocrisy or powerlessness and with the presence of red ribbons pulsing and flowing through the veins of the show's body, the actors on the stage have the mission to tell spectators private stories and intimate narratives.
At this year's edition, I could say that man was spoiled by the directors selected to participate in shows in the festival program. Thus, at least three of these shows, Taximetrişti (Taxi drivers), Cocoţat pe schele (Perched on the scaffolding) and Îngerul pantofilor (The angel of shoes) have taken as a landmark the modern man. Taxi drivers, a show directed for the Apollo 111 Theatre in Bucharest by Bogdan Theodor Olteanu, after a text by Bogdan Theodor Olteanu and Adrian Nicolae puts in the foreground two taxi drivers who cross the streets of Bucharest and meet with different people and with situations of obvious normality or extremity that make them leave their comfort zone. Here, man is presented with all the licentious language and also with the preconceptions and stereotypes that a profession like that of taxi driver brings to the surface. Humour is the main ingredient used by Bogdan Theodor Olteanu to characterize the family man, the unhappy man and the macho man, but also the society that encourages such typologies to flourish. On the other hand, The angel of shoes and Perched on the scaffolding bring to the light the man in his role as father, an essential social role that comes to the pack with a lot of pressure and expectations from oneself, but especially from others. If in The angel of shoes, a performance of the Coquette Theatre in Bucharest, paternity is seen through the eyes of a child raised in an extremely mercantile society, in which parents are required to work 24 hours a day for material success and wellbeing at the expense of time spent with their children, in Perched on the scaffolding the perspective is that of man as father. Created by the Art No More Association in Bucharest, in partnership with the Replika Educational Theatre Center, Perched on the scaffolding includes processing of interviews conducted during the documentation period, information taken from the media or from certain studies and the texts of the writers Andrei Doșa, Robert Şerban, Radu Pavel Gheo, Vasile Ernu, and Igor Mocanu, written for this show. Perched on the scaffolding speaks of the father of our times, in his various hypostases: the involved father, who reads parenting books and often walks with the child in the park, who even takes paternity leave because his wife earns better and so he prefers to let her work, the absent father, but with a generous bank account and willing to cover any material needs of the child, the father who feels socially alienated and without friends, the father in depression after the birth of the child. In this show, humour is also the ingredient that links all the small stories into one, which is full of meaning. The performance 153 seconds, directed by Ioana Păun, with a text written by the poet Svetlana Cîrstean, frets the pain of destinies changed forever by the fire from the club Colectiv. Ioana Păun's appetite for documentary theatre blends in this show with the lyricism of poet Svetlana Cârstean in order to urge us never to forget the mass evil that carelessness and non-acceptance can arouse. With a decoration made of a metal frame that composes and decomposes in seconds, just like the lives of those who burned at Colectiv, 153 seconds is a show-pain, a show-need for healing, a show-lessons we need to learn.
A week full of theatre can pass as a dream, if the offer is tempting and balanced enough to take you through all emotions. This year, like the previous ones, the organizers of the International Theatre Festival for Young Audiences Iaşi (FITPTI) have not disappointed their audience. Ever since the first hours of the first day of the festival, exclusive events ready to be discovered were waiting for the spectators. One of them was the interactive exhibition "Crusoe's Friends. 300 years after the publication of the novel Robinson Crusoe", which was brought to Iaşi by Toc de Tusta Company from Spain, for the first time in Romania, an interactive installation made manually in the company's workshops and consisting of large machines, mechanical dolls, mechanical games and puzzles inspired by Crusoe's journey. The exhibits proved to be an invitation for each and every one, adult or child, to let the imagination fly. Freedom as a festival theme is never a small playground, so the nuances and complexity of the performing arts poured in 2019 towards the public of FITPTI as a river, carrying them deep ino dreaming, meditation, joy, pleasure.
